
THE SYMBOLISM OF COLOR NUMBER AND NAME IN THE MASQUE OF

THE RED DEATH BY EDGAR ALLAN POE

â€œThe Masque of the Red Deathâ€• by Edgar Allan Poe has three major The three main occurrences of symbolism
are evident as a color, number, or a nam.

Prince Prospero's name indicates a prince of prosperity. Adaptation by Al Hewetson, art by Ricardo
Villamonte. The last room is decorated in black and is illuminated by a scarlet light, "a deep blood color" cast
from its stained glass windows. Adaptation and art by Richard Corben. A large ebony clock stands in this
room and ominously chimes each hour, upon which everyone stops talking or dancing and the orchestra stops
playing. Red symbolizes death and blood. Once the chiming stops, everyone immediately resumes the
masquerade. We'll take a look right away. Adaptation by Britton Bloom, art by Wayne Howard. In this room
stands the ebony clock. This has been reprinted in'" Spirits of the Dead  Reading example essays works the
same way! The figure's mask resembles the rigid face of a corpse and exhibits the traits of the Red Death. The
disease may have been inspired by tuberculosis or consumption, as it was known then , since Poe's wife
Virginia was suffering from the disease at the time the story was written. When Poe was very young, his father
left his mother alone with three young children. Many consider "The Masque of the Red Death" an allegory.
He only bothers to tell it's symptoms. The text tells the story of Prince Prospero whose town is being plagued
by the dreaded Red Death. The plague may, in fact, represent typical attributes of human life and mortality, [2]
which would imply the entire story is an allegory about man's futile attempts to stave off death a commonly
accepted interpretation. Victims are overcome by "sharp pains", "sudden dizziness", and " profuse bleeding at
the pores ", and die within half an hour. Adaptation and art were by Bob Forgione. Adaptation and art were by
Horacio Lalia. Under this interpretation, Poe is seeking refuge from the dangers of the outside world, and his
portrayal of himself as the only person willing to confront the stranger is emblematic of Poe's rush towards
inescapable dangers in his own life. Are these essay examples edited? In order to understand the story
allegorically, one needs a firm understanding of symbols in "The Masque of the Red Death.


